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Abstract

While many companies use algorithms to optimize their pricing, additional human

oversight and price interventions are widespread. Human intervention can correct al-

gorithmic flaws and introduce private information into the pricing process, but it may

also be based on less sophisticated pricing strategies or suffer from behavioral biases.

Using fine-grained data from one of Europe’s largest e-commerce companies, we exam-

ine the impact of human intervention on the company’s commercial performance in two

field experiments with around 700,000 products. We show that sizeable heterogeneity

exists and present evidence of interventions that harmed commercial performance and

interventions that improved firm outcomes. We show that the quality of human in-

terventions can be predicted with algorithmic tools, which allows us to exploit expert

knowledge while blocking inefficient interventions.
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1 Introduction
Algorithmic pricing is becoming more and more prevalent in firms across all industries.
Such systems optimize product-level prices using specific inputs, like demand forecasts
and optimization targets. Importantly, however, these systems are typically not fully
autonomous but often require human oversight and allow for “human interventions”.
Hence, managers or other decision-makers can often manually adjust or override the
algorithms’ prices.

While there has been extensive discussion of the impact of algorithmic pricing in
its own right, the impact of human-machine interaction within the firm has often been
neglected.1 This provides an incomplete picture of the pricing process used by firms
in practice, and thus may lead to incorrect conclusions about the origins of market
outcomes when discussing the implications of algorithmic pricing. With the rapid
advent of artificial intelligence (AI), this issue will become even more relevant given
that even traditional industries are increasingly moving to automated-with-supervision
systems.

This paper examines how humans interact with pricing algorithms at Zalando,
a leading e-commerce company in Europe. At the company, algorithms price the
vast majority of products. However, managers monitor the decision and can override
the algorithmic decision, deeply integrating the interaction between humans and ma-
chines into the pricing process. We quantify the impact of those interventions on the
firm’s commercial performance using two field experiments and investigate how human-
machine interactions in pricing can be improved. We find that human interventions
can reduce firm profits, especially when those interventions are predicted to perform
poorly from an ex-ante perspective. However, there is substantial heterogeneity in the
quality of human interventions.

From an ex-ante perspective, it is ambiguous how human intervention affects firm
performance. Human interventions may, on the one hand, be used to insert human
expert domain knowledge not available to the algorithm into the pricing process. Addi-
tionally, they may help to prevent adverse consequences following a flawed algorithmic
optimization.2 On the other hand, humans may be overconfident about their pricing
strategy or have other behavioral biases when making pricing decisions. In addition,

1Aparicio and Misra (2023) provide a recent survey on pricing algorithms. Furthermore, there have been
discussions by policy makers on their implications, for instance, by the European Commission (2017) or The
White House (2015).

2The involvement of humans in the algorithmic decision process is generally perceived as desirable to
prevent any adverse effects algorithms can have. For instance, a group of industry experts and academics set
up by the European Commission declares in their ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI that “human oversight
helps ensure that an AI system does not undermine human autonomy or causes other adverse effects”. See
European Commission (2019) for further details.
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human pricing may be overly uniform and fail to take into account product or market
attributes compared to algorithmic tools. Similar to recent evidence from U.S. retail
chains (see, for instance, DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2019), managers in our setup often
rely on uniform pricing strategies across markets. Those factors may worsen the firm’s
performance in the aggregate compared to a fully automated pricing solution. Thus,
given these opposing potentials, the trade-off is whether the benefits of human insight
and flexibility outweigh the risks associated with human bias and less sophisticated
pricing strategies.

To investigate this trade-off, we conduct two large-scale field experiments that ex-
ogenously vary whether proposed human price interventions are realized. To assess the
effects of human intervention in pricing, our first field experiment with 32,000 prod-
ucts in 12 countries selectively blocks selected human-suggested prices. For business
risk mitigation reasons, we focus only on human price interventions that are expected
to underperform relatively to other interventions following an algorithmic prediction
metric.3 We block proposed human interventions in the treatment group within this
subset of products. We show that, on average, blocking human interventions signif-
icantly increases profits. Importantly, however, we find heterogeneity in outcomes:
products predicted to exhibit particularly poor performance following a proposed hu-
man intervention indeed perform worse, and the adverse effects diminish as we move
up the predicted quality ranking. The results suggest that human intervention can
worsen the firm’s commercial performance and that preventing human intervention is
desirable for products where the algorithms are expected to perform particularly well.

Motivated by the heterogeneity in our findings in the first experiment, we conduct
a second, more extensive field experiment with 650,000 products in eight countries.
The experiment extends the analysis to a broader set of products, covering the entire
assortment range offered by Zalando, thus enabling a more representative assessment
of the effects of human price interventions. Furthermore, we include all products,
regardless of whether they have been subject to human interventions, to align the ex-
periment with the broader context of Zalando’s business operations. This allows us
to study the overall effect of human intervention on commercial outcomes. On aver-
age, blocking all human interventions independently of their expected quality reduces
revenues and has no significant effect on profits. However, in this second experiment,
we also find evidence that interventions expected to perform well did indeed increase
profits. Similar to the initial field experiment, blocking human interventions expected
to underperform increases profits, but the effect is not statistically significant, likely
due to lower statistical power in this sub-sample.

3The metric employs the predicted profit margin difference between the proposed algorithmic and human
price. This risk assessment is based on a measure of pricing efficiency frequently used in the company.
Notably, it has not previously been applied to evaluate the performance of human pricing decisions.
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Our results highlight the importance of human-machine interaction in pricing. Hu-
man interventions can help improve algorithmic pricing solutions, highlighting that
human expertise is indeed valuable. Notably, however, we detect substantial hetero-
geneity in the quality of human interventions. The ones that are expected to perform
poorly reduce profits, while interventions expected to be relatively efficient have a sub-
stantial positive effect on profits. This suggests that human-machine interactions can
be further refined and firm performance improved by blocking specific interventions.
Implementing a system that guardrails and optimizes the balance between human
knowledge and algorithmic sophistication could help maximize overall profitability.
Our results suggest that the predicted profit margin difference between algorithmic
and proposed human prices can be valuable for this purpose.

Related Literature Our paper concerns the use of algorithmic pricing tools in
online markets. These tools can leverage vast amounts of data and often use complex
automation routines to find a price that is optimal given the firm’s objective. There
exists widespread evidence that these tools are becoming more prevalent (see, for
example, Baker et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Aparicio and Misra, 2023). Our paper
contributes to this literature by documenting the use of algorithmic pricing tools with
data from a large e-commerce company. Furthermore, our research shows that pricing
algorithms often do not act completely autonomously, but that there is an interplay
between human and algorithmic decision makers.

Aparicio et al. (2021) highlight how algorithmic pricing tools have led to increased
price discrimination over time, location, and among different sellers. In contrast, offline
markets are often characterized by uniform pricing across markets (see, for instance,
DellaVigna and Gentzkow, 2019; Adams and Williams, 2019; Hitsch et al., 2021).
Our research is closely related to this branch of the literature, as Zalando’s pricing
algorithm can choose different prices across time and countries.4 However, human
pricing decisions in our context often follow a uniform pricing strategy. This pricing
behavior results from the organizational structure in which we study human-machine
interaction, as well as the sheer scale of Zalando’s pricing systems. In doing so, we can
relate to recent discussions of the relationship between the organizational structure
of firms and how it relates to seemingly behavioral biases of firms (see, for instance,
Hortaçsu et al., 2023; Cho and Rust, 2010; Huang, 2022). Our setup allows us to
explore the interplay between the uniform pricing strategy of humans and algorithmic
pricing, offering novel insights into the complexities of their interactions in pricing
decisions within a modern e-commerce setting.

Our work centers around the interaction between humans and algorithms. It has
4When we refer to targeted pricing in the context of Zalando, we are referring to price differences across

time or country. Zalando does not engage in personalized pricing.
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been studied in abstract experimental scenarios (Crandall et al., 2018; Kasberger et al.,
2023) as well as more applied scenarios. Often, the focus is on algorithms providing a
recommendation to human decision markers and evaluating its effect on outcomes. In
those scenarios, the human decision-maker usually receives some advice from prediction
algorithms and can decide to follow it or overrule it. For instance, algorithmic advice
has been studied in the context of medical (Agarwal et al., 2023; Tschandl et al., 2020)
or legal decision-making (Kleinberg et al., 2018; Angelova et al., 2023), as well as
online news curation (Peukert et al., 2023). We extend this research by considering a
novel environment by focusing on pricing. Furthermore, we consider a setting where
algorithms do not provide recommendations but are more deeply embedded in the
system than in previous studies.

Few papers consider the interaction between humans and algorithms in pricing
directly. Garcia et al. (2023) consider algorithmic price recommendations for hotel
room pricing. Based on observational data, they focus on the aspect that human deci-
sions can be slow and costly. They show that while managers may possess or perceive
themselves to have private information, it does not necessarily lead to superior pricing
decisions than the recommendation. Karlinsky-Shichor and Netzer (2023) discuss the
interaction between pricing algorithms and managers in a business-to-business setting.
They build an automated version of salespeople based on their past pricing behavior
and show that recommendations from this algorithm increase profits in a field exper-
iment. Our study extends this research on human-AI interactions in pricing. To the
best of our knowledge, our study is the first to conduct a fully randomized experiment
within the existing business operations of a firm, focusing on this interaction and the
implications for firm outcomes. It allows for robust identification while providing a
high degree of external validity. Furthermore, unlike scenarios where algorithms merely
provide recommendations, algorithms actively set prices by default in our setup, with
human decision-makers retaining the power to override these algorithmic decisions. It
allows us to uniquely identify and quantify the benefits and limitations of human and
algorithmic pricing in a different scenario than studied before.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
institutional setting that we consider in this paper. Then, in Section 3, we discuss the
designs of the two field experiments and present the main results. Section 4 concludes
and discusses the implications of our findings.

2 Algorithmic and Human Pricing at Zalando
Zalando is one of Europe’s leading e-commerce companies, focusing on fashion retail.
The publicly traded company serves more than 50 million customers annually. In
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2022, the company generated €15bn in gross merchandise volume, with more than 260
million orders in 25 countries.5

At Zalando, human-machine interactions in pricing are of significant commercial
relevance. By default, algorithms price products, but humans can intervene and over-
write algorithmic decisions. In the time period studied, these interventions accounted
for about 7% of all daily price observations and accounted for about 15% of revenues
and 7% of profits. Hence, understanding the mechanisms and effects of these human
pricing interventions is essential for the firm. It can help generate further business value
by streamlining and rationalizing current pricing processes and inform the design and
implementation of new pricing algorithms and systems.

In the following, we introduce the institutional and commercial setting in which we
study the interaction between humans and machines in pricing. We start by explain-
ing the general algorithmic pricing process at Zalando. We then outline how human
pricing is conducted and how humans can intervene in the algorithmic processes and
potentially override algorithmic decisions. Finally, we discuss the potential implica-
tions of the interplay between human-machine pricing and our conjecture regarding
the overall effectiveness of this interaction.

2.1 Algorithmic Pricing
Every product enters Zalando at the beginning of its lifecycle at a non-discounted
price. At some point, a re-pricing process is initiated that determines a discount level
between 0% and 70% for the product for the coming weeks. The discount adjustment
is performed by a pricing algorithm that aims to maximize profits given a revenue
target. This optimization takes place continuously to account for market environment
changes.

It is important to highlight that the data landscape that Zalando operates in,
typical but not exclusive to e-commerce firms, presents unique scientific challenges for
algorithmic pricing due to sparse data on pricing and sales. While many products are
offered online, only a much smaller subset contribute substantial sales in any given
time period. Data such as information about prices and sales, and thus also demand
forecasts, are sparse in the product cross-section. Moreover, historical time series are
relatively short due to the seasonality and fast dynamics of the e-commerce and fashion
business.

The weekly price optimization process starts with a demand forecast, which is
5Zalando also operates an off-price “shopping club” and a marketplace business. This paper focuses on

the retail business of the main online fashion store, where Zalando sells its own inventory. See Zalando
(2022) for more details on the company’s financial performance.
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explained in detail by Kunz et al. (2023).6 The forecaster predicts weekly demand for
each product within a specific country, at 15 possible discount levels.

The demand forecast is the primary input to the (inventory-constrained) price
optimization algorithm. This algorithm is described by Li et al. (2021). For the given
forecast, it uses a mixed-integer optimization approach to derive for each product a
discount level that is expected to maximize the firm’s profits.

The price optimization algorithm optimizes the assortment with respect to certain
constraints. Some constraints represent business preferences and commercial strategy;
others constitute “safety guardrails” designed to prevent the algorithm from making
sudden or drastic changes. Such guardrails include a maximum week-on-week price
change or a maximum discount rate, both of which reduce the likelihood of extrapola-
tion bias or accidental over-optimization using high-uncertainty forecasts.

The price optimizer yields a discount level for each product for a given week in a
given country. After the algorithmic price is computed, human decision-makers observe
it and may decide to override it. Our study focuses on these interventions, and we
explain the decision process behind human overrides in the sections below.

2.2 Human Interventions
Price interventions are proposed by category managers who oversee a smaller part of
the assortment. After category managers propose new discounts, pricing managers
review and approve these changes at the country level. Pricing managers do not con-
sider the exact pricing decisions of the category managers but only control whether
the implied overall discount level is compatible with the country-specific business con-
straints. Furthermore, there are no approval decisions for specific products, but groups
of products are approved or rejected in batches. These groups can contain thousands of
products and are usually grouped by some proximity in the product space.7 In the fol-
lowing, we will use the term “human price intervention” to refer to the actual discount
decision made by category managers and not the approval by pricing managers.

The human repricing process is performed regularly at Zalando. Typically, human
price interventions occur once a week, but more frequent ad-hoc interventions are
possible. While it is not encouraged, humans could change prices on a daily basis.
Any possible discount change by humans is weakly decreasing the price.

Category managers, who propose all human pricing interventions and are the criti-
cal decision-makers, are specialized individuals with a deep understanding of the fash-

6While the main forecaster treats the problem of finding an appropriate price as a prediction problem,
there have been recent efforts to introduce notions of causality into the process at Zalando. For details, see
Schultz et al. (2023).

7The average product category contains approximately 39,000 products. Examples of product categories
include ”Men’s Tall Boots” and ”Women’s Textile Dresses”.
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ion industry. They focus on specific categories in the fashion industry, which they
monitor closely. For example, a category manager may only be responsible for men’s
outdoor sportswear. It allows them to identify emerging trends and developments. As
a result, they have a good understanding of the latest shifts in consumer trends and
styles.8 Often, this type of soft information about fashion trends is complex to en-
code into data that pricing algorithms can use. In addition, fashion trends can evolve
quickly and, therefore, cannot be accurately tracked by the algorithm. Human price
interventions could be a way to bring this expertise and information, which the algo-
rithm may not be able to observe, into the pricing process and thereby improve it.9

In addition, they do not price every product but rather cherry-pick products where
they see sufficient room to improve on the already optimized algorithmic price. As
a result, human intervention could improve pricing decisions and increase the firm’s
profits compared to algorithmic pricing.

Notably, category managers always propose a uniform discount for a specific prod-
uct across all countries in which Zalando operates. Thus, human discounts do not
factor in preferences or other demand differences across markets compared to algorith-
mic pricing. While being an obvious shortcoming of human pricing, this reduces the
operational complexity given the large number of markets and products that category
managers have to manage. This uniform pricing strategy by category managers is sim-
ilar to patterns observed for retail chains in the U.S. (see DellaVigna and Gentzkow,
2019).10 Category managers may underestimate the impact of their pricing strategy
across countries. Humans may focus on the effectiveness of their pricing decisions in a
particular market while neglecting the overall impact of that intervention. As a result
of the uniform pricing strategy, human interventions could lead to poorer company
performance and lower profits compared to algorithmic pricing.

Furthermore, while the ultimate goal of category managers is to maximize the com-
pany’s profits, other intermediate factors may drive overriding decisions that poten-
tially lead to inefficiencies. It is well documented that humans can exhibit algorithmic
aversion or distrust of algorithms (see, for instance, Dietvorst et al., 2015). Category
managers may distrust algorithms to make the right pricing decision for a given prod-

8Supply-side considerations often drive the decision to price a product at a higher discount. For example,
new fashion trends not captured by the pricing algorithm may cause certain products to perform worse than
expected. Because category managers are domain experts, they can respond to specific changes in demand
and try to correct possible overstocking problems by proposing a different discount. We confirmed this
through qualitative interviews with stakeholders and category managers at Zalando.

9As highlighted by Angelova et al. (2023), who study algorithmic support for bail decisions, humans may
overwrite the algorithms to induce their private expert knowledge into the process. However, it may also
reintroduce human mistakes and biases.

10Note that uniform pricing refers only to the category manager’s decision. Algorithmic pricing decisions
are made at the country level.
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uct, for example due to a lack of algorithmic transparency.11 While this assessment
could be correct if the category manager has private information, it is also possible
that overconfidence is driving this decision.12

A-priori, it is unclear how human intervention affects profits relative to algorithmic
pricing. On the one hand, if human interventions are mostly driven by overconfidence
or limited foresight concerning their uniform pricing approach, they may worsen firm
outcomes. On the other hand, humans could add expert knowledge to the pricing
process and thereby help improve the pricing system. In the following section, we
quantify the effect of human pricing interventions on algorithmic prices using two large-
scale field experiments. The results will help to understand which effect dominates
and whether there is scope for further improvement in human-machine interaction in
pricing.

3 Experimental Evidence
This section describes the experimental design and presents the results of the field
experiments. We first present the design and analysis of the initial experiment. It
studies human interventions that are predicted to be particularly inefficient. Then,
we discuss the large-scale field experiment where we mimic the “business-as-usual”
scenario as closely as possible.

3.1 First Field Experiment: Low-Risk Products

3.1.1 Sample and Experimental Design

The first experiment serves as a pilot for the second large-scale field experiment. To
mitigate business risk in the first field experiment, we focused on products where
human interventions are predicted to perform particularly poorly. This prediction
ranks product-level interventions by the expected profit margin difference between
the algorithmic and human price. We then use this difference to rank the human
interventions.

The intuition behind using the predicted margin difference for commercial risk
mitigation is that products predicted to have a comparatively smaller margin difference
are unlikely to be priced better by a human. Any additional information that humans
might add to the process by adjusting prices will unlikely improve the margin enough

11Qualitative interviews with category managers confirm that this is indeed the case at Zalando.
12Managers overestimating their own abilities is well documented for CEOs (see, for example, Malmendier

and Tate, 2005, 2015). The possible overconfidence we are referring to concerns the lower level category
managers for very specific pricing decisions. For a general discussion on overconfidence in psychology see
Moore and Healy (2008).
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to be better than under the algorithmic pricing regime. They are more likely to
misperceive the correct price or not sufficiently account for the impact of their uniform
pricing strategy across countries. Consequently, it was deemed less risky to conduct an
initial experiment using only human interventions ranked lowest by predicted margin
difference.

The resulting sample for the initial field experiment consists of the bottom 50%
of human interventions by the predicted margin difference. Furthermore, the set is
restricted to the 12 countries selected by the pricing managers to participate in the
field experiment. We are left with 32,897 unique products and 124,923 product-country
pairs.13 We also refer to these product-country pairs as “articles” in the following.

We use a clustered-stratified experiment design to allocate articles into treatment
and control groups, reducing concerns that substitution effects lead to interference
bias.14 To achieve this, we first sort articles into higher-level fashion clusters. These
in-house clusters were created using domain knowledge to minimize the substitution
across clusters. In the initial experiment, the clustering combines the in-house cluster
and the country. Next, we calculate cluster-level average revenue using the data two
weeks before the experiment and allocate clusters into strata of size 32 based on the
calculated average revenue. Finally, we assign 16 clusters to the treatment group and
16 to the control group within each stratum. In this way, we allocate the 124,923
articles into 5,593 clusters distributed across 174 strata.

In the control group, products were priced through the usual process: After the
algorithm decided on a price, possible proposed price changes from category managers
were applied. In the treatment group, any proposed human price intervention was
blocked. Importantly, the category managers proposing an additional price change
were unaware of the experiment, so that they could not adjust their pricing behavior
due to the treatment. The experiment lasted for 15 days.

3.1.2 Results

We analyze both experiments in a difference-in-differences framework, accounting for
the clustered and stratified randomization.15 To estimate the causal effect of human
price interventions on economic outcomes, we use the following specification:

13Note that not all products are available in every country. As a result, the number of product-country
pairs is less than the number of countries times the number of unique products.

14Randomization at the article level is common in e-commerce because treatment assignment at the cus-
tomer level would lead to personalized price discrimination, which is considered unethical by most e-commerce
companies (see, for example, Cooprider and Nassiri, 2023).

15Note that pre-treatment outcomes in the treatment and control groups are balanced (see Table A.1 in
Appendix A). We use the difference-in-differences specification as a variance reduction technique. Results
coming from a simple differences specification are qualitatively similar (albeit with more variance) and are
presented in Appendix A.
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Yit = β0 + β1Di + β21{t ≥ T0}+ β3Di1{t ≥ T0}+ εit (3.1)

where Yit denotes the outcome for article i on day t, Di equals one for treated articles
and zero otherwise, and the intervention starts at time T0.

Since the clusters used for randomization can vary in size substantially, an equal
number of treated and control clusters within each stratum does not translate into
evenly sized groups at the article level. As a result, the treatment probability at the
article level varies across blocks. To overcome this challenge, we use inverse probability
weighting in all regressions. This ensures that β3 can be interpreted as an average
treatment effect (ATE).

Notice that in the difference-in-differences specification, ATE = β3 and the coun-
terfactual is given by β0 + β1 + β2. To obtain the relative average treatment effect, we
use the following expression:

ATErel =
β3

|β0 + β1 + β2|
(3.2)

In the following sections, we will focus on the sample analogue of ATErel and do
inference using the delta method.

Table 1 presents estimated absolute ATEs for log-prices and relative ATEs for all
other outcome variables (as they may be 0 or negative). We conclude that preventing
human pricing interventions that are anticipated to perform particularly poorly gen-
erated a 30% increase in prices, which led to a drop in sales and revenue of 65% and
60%, respectively. Furthermore, it increased profit by 237%.

Next, we examine the time evolution of obtained treatment effects. Towards this
end, we use the following specification:

Yit = β0 + β1Di +

14∑
k=−14
k 6=−1

γk1{t = k}+
14∑

k=−14
k 6=−1

ξkDi1{t = k}+ εit (3.3)

Figure 2 displays estimated ξ̂k’s. As expected, we do not see significant differences
between treatment and control groups before the treatment.16 Once the treatment is
switched on, we see large changes in prices, sales, revenue, and profits.

We take a closer look at the treatment effect on price dispersion to highlight the
potential mechanisms behind these observed effects. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
the standard deviation of prices (in terms of chosen discount) for each product across
all countries before and after the start of the experiment. Before the start of the exper-

16Implicitly, the absence of effects before the start of the experiment supports the parallel trends assump-
tion.
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iment, the standard deviation is virtually the same across the treatment and control
group. After the experiment begins, we see that the standard deviation in the control
group is smaller, and the spread of the deviation becomes narrower. It provides clear
evidence that the treatment induces more price variation across countries. Notably,
this aligns with our ex-ante expectations since we are blocking human interventions
that rely on uniform pricing in the treatment group. The exercise highlights one of
the mechanisms discussed in Section 2 by which human pricing may not be sufficiently
targeted to specific markets compared to pricing algorithms.

Finally, we examine the treatment effect heterogeneity with respect to the pre-
dicted quality of human price interventions. For this, we again use the ranking of the
predicted profit margin difference before the experiment. We use the ranking to divide
all product-country pairs into two groups: above and below median quality. We expect
articles below the median to perform worse than those above the median.17

To estimate the treatment effect heterogeneity we use the following specification:

Yit = β0 + β1Di + β21{t ≥ T0}+ β3Abovei+

β4Di1{t ≥ T0}+ β5DiAbovei+ (3.4)

β6Abovei1{t ≥ T0}+ β7DiAbovei1{t ≥ T0}+ εit

where all notation corresponds to previous specifications and Abovei, equals one for
articles where human discounts were predicted to generate above median performance
and zero otherwise. Notice that β4 and β4 + β7 correspond to ATEs in the Above =

0 and Above = 1 categories. We denote these ATEs by ATEB and ATEA. The
difference in ATEs between Above = 1 and Above = 0 categories is represented by
β7 = ATEA − ATEB. Table 2 presents sample counterparts of ATEB,rel =

β4

|β0+β1+β2| ,
ATEA,rel =

β4+β7

|β0+β1+β2+β3+β5+β6| and of ATEA−ATEB
|ATEB | = β7

|β4| .
We find that the effect of human pricing interventions on revenue is not statisti-

cally significantly different between the above and below-median quality interventions.
Regarding profits, the positive treatment effect of lifting human interventions is 58%
smaller for articles with an above-median intervention quality.18 Those results offer
two interesting insights: First, they highlight that there are indeed quality differences
between human interventions, and some are less harmful than others. Secondly, it
suggests that we can predict the ex-post effectiveness of a human intervention using

17Note that concerning all human interventions, products below the median in this heterogeneity analysis
are part of the bottom 25 % of all products. It follows from the sample restriction to the bottom 50%
products for this initial experiment.

18It is important to exercise caution when comparing the relative average treatment effects, ATEB,rel and
ATEA,rel. This is the only instance in two experiments when counterfactuals were of the opposite signs.
Therefore, we obtain a somewhat counterintuitive result: ATEB,rel is smaller than ATEA,rel, but ATEB is
larger than ATEA.
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the ex-ante prediction of the profit margin difference between the human and the
algorithmic price. We will further investigate those aspects in the following section.

In our experimental design, we did not stratify on the Abovei dummy. To un-
derstand whether previously presented heterogeneity results are not driven by time-
varying differences between the above and below categories, we utilize the following
specification:

Yit = β0 + β1Di + β2Abovei + β3DiAbovei+

14∑
k=−14
k 6=−1

γk1{t = k}+
14∑

k=−14
k 6=−1

ξkDi1{t = k}+

14∑
k=−14
k 6=−1

µkAbovei1{t = k}+

14∑
k=−14
k 6=−1

λkDiAbovei1{t = k}+ εit (3.5)

Notice that in this specification:

λk = ATE(k)Above −ATE(k)Below (3.6)

in words, λk equals the difference between average treatment effects in the above
and below category at time k. Figure 3 displays the evolution of this difference for
all outcomes of interest. We conclude that treatment effects for prices, sales, and
revenue do not vary between the two groups. On the other hand, for profit, we see
stark treatment effect heterogeneity appearing at the beginning of the experiment. It
further supports our findings from Table 2.

We next turn our attention to the second, large-scale field experiment.

3.2 Second Field Experiment: Whole Assortment
The results of the initial field experiment indicate that algorithms outperform human
price interventions. Moreover, we show treatment effect heterogeneity with respect
to the quality of price interventions. Crucially, the initial experiment restricted the
set of products to those interventions that are predicted to underperform, given our
algorithmic forecast.

To understand whether findings from the previous experiment generalize to the
whole assortment of Zalando, we decided to run a large-scale field experiment that
tests blocking all human interventions in the ”business-as-usual” process. In this setup,
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human discount allocation follows the process described in Section 2. First, category
managers propose interventions, and then pricing managers choose to either upload
those discounts or not. In what follows, we label the sub-sample where human discounts
were uploaded as articles eligible for human discounts. Notably, at the time of the
experimental design, we did not know which discounts managers would upload.

3.2.1 Sample and Experimental Design

To mimic this business reality as closely as possible, we randomized around five million
product-country pairs (in eight countries participating in the second experiment) into
treatment and control. Similarly, as before, we use in-house clusters and clustered ran-
domization. Importantly, this time, we do randomization country by country. Because
the randomization was done country by country, the treatment probability slightly
varies across the countries. As in the first experiment, we use inverse probability
weights to account for this imbalance. In the treatment group, any proposed human
price intervention was blocked. The experiment lasted for 13 days. Human interven-
tions were proposed and approved for around 7% of product-country pairs in the entire
sample. In contrast to the initial experiment, we do not account for the predicted qual-
ity of an intervention when blocking it in the treatment group. We thus measure the
treatment effect of cutting all human pricing interventions instead of cutting only the
low-quality interventions in the initial experiment.

3.2.2 Results

In the following, we present the results for the whole sample and the sub-sample of
articles that received a human intervention. Tables A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix
show that in both samples, there are no statistically significant differences between
treated articles and control articles at the baseline. Furthermore, similar to the initial
field experiment, we find that the treatment caused an increase in price variation on
the product level across countries compared to the control group (see Figure A.1 in
Appendix A).

To show the main effect of the treatment on the firms’ outcomes, we again use
the specification 3.1 as in the analysis of the initial field experiment. Tables 3 and 4
show sample counterparts of ATE and ATErel obtained for both samples. In the whole
sample, we find small negative effects on prices and sales and no statistically significant
effects on revenue and profit. In the sub-sample of articles with human interventions,
we find that the experiment caused the price to increase by around 14%.19 This increase

19The treatment of blocking human interventions increased prices; we believe that the very small but
significant negative effect on prices for the overall assortment was a function of the pricing algorithm balancing
overall price level in the treatment group.
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led to a decrease in sales and revenue of 39% and 38%, respectively. Estimated ATErel

for profit is negative but not statistically different from zero at conventional significance
levels. Hence, we find no evidence that blocking all human price interventions, rather
than just low-quality ones as in the initial experiment, enhances profitability.

We proceed by showing event study plots for both samples. We again use specifica-
tion 3.3 to accomplish this. Event study plots presented in Figures 4 and 5 reconfirm
the findings from Tables 3 and 4. We do not see differences between treatment and
control groups before the experiment in both samples. Even after the start of the
experiment we do not see substantial changes in the whole sample. On the other hand,
in the subset of articles that received a human intervention, we see a sharp reaction to
prices, sales, and revenue and slightly underpowered effects on profit, likely due to the
smaller number of observations in this sub-sample.

In the following, we investigate the heterogeneity in human intervention quality.
While the treatment effects on profits in the whole sample are not statistically signif-
icant at conventional levels, we suspect heterogeneity drives this. We again leverage
variations in the predicted quality of human price interventions as in the initial field
experiments. We use the ranking of quality of human interventions discussed in Section
3.1 to group all articles with a human intervention into two groups: above and below
median quality interventions. Hence, we investigated the treatment effect heterogene-
ity below and above the median intervention quality among all approved human pricing
interventions.20

We run specifications 3.4 and 3.5 on the sub-sample of articles with a human
intervention. Results presented in Table 5 and Figure 6 provide a holistic picture of the
treatment effect heterogeneity. We find that there is no treatment effect heterogeneity
in price but large negative effects on sales, revenue and profits. More precisely, the
treatment effects of blocking human pricing interventions on sales and revenues in
the above median quality category are around 170% and 260% lower as compared to
below median quality interventions category. The effect on profit is around ÂTEA,rel−
ÂTEB,rel = 43 percentage-points lower in the above median category.21 Moreover, we
find that blocking human interventions that are above the median actually reduces
profits.

20Note that in the initial experiment, our analysis focused on heterogeneity across interventions ranked
below and above the 25% quality quantile. In this experiment, the median split refers to the actual median
across the entire population of interventions, offering a broader understanding of the heterogeneity. Hence,
articles below the median in this second experiment would be those eligible for the entire sample in the
initial experiment.

21The relative treatment effect for profit in the below-median category is not statistically different from
zero at conventional significance levels. Therefore, the previously reported difference in percent is not very
meaningful. To have certain consistency throughout the paper we decided not to report statistical differences
between ATEA,rel and ATEB,rel.
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Together with the findings from the initial experiment, the results indicate sub-
stantial heterogeneity in the quality and impact of human pricing interventions. While
some human interventions reduce profits, others benefit the firms’ performance. Our
findings align with the postulated trade-off that humans have private information but
rely on uniform pricing strategies and suggest that completely blocking or accepting
all human interventions may not be the most profitable approach for the company.
The interplay between humans and pricing algorithms is essential to obtain the best
outcomes, and as such, it is vital to optimize it further. Our findings indicate a clear
possible way to improve the interaction in pricing. The predicted profit margin dif-
ferences between the algorithmic and human prices allow us to forecast the quality of
human intervention. Our field experiments show that this metric can be used to block
inefficient human interventions while leveraging those that improve the firms’ perfor-
mance. Notably, the metric has the advantage of building on existing tools at Zalando
and does not induce further engineering work. Furthermore, its design is simple and
universal, making our approach applicable and transferable to other companies and
situations.

4 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
While algorithmic pricing is widely used in many industries, humans often oversee
the automated pricing process and can override algorithmically selected prices. In
many cases, humans are domain experts and can bring their knowledge to the pricing
process. However, humans may also be less sophisticated in their pricing strategies
than algorithms. This creates a trade-off, and it is unclear whether human intervention
increases or decreases firm profits.

We investigate this trade-off in two field experiments at Zalando, one of Europe’s
largest e-commerce companies. In the first experiment, we block proposed human price
interventions, focusing on a subset of the assortment for which we expect human in-
terventions to be particularly inefficient. We utilize algorithmic forecasts to derive this
efficiency measure and confirm that blocking the expected-damaging human interven-
tion increases profits. In the second experiment, we remove those sample restrictions.
Here, we find that, on average, blocking human interventions, regardless of their ex-
pected quality, reduces revenues and has no significant effect on profits. However, we
find significant heterogeneity similar to the first experiment: Human interventions pre-
dicted to perform poorly reduce profits, while interventions that our algorithmic tools
expect to perform well increase profits.

Importantly, our results indicate strong heterogeneity in the quality of human in-
terventions and suggest that the effect of interventions is broadly predictable using
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algorithmic heuristics: that is, it is possible to a priori predict which manual pricing
interventions will perform poorly, and which ones will be profitable—our heterogeneity
results suggest that (conditional) ATEs are in line with the predicted expectation.

Overall, the findings indicate the superiority of a well calibrated human-machine
collaboration in pricing over one dimensional pricing strategies. Completely unguarded
human pricing interventions as well as fully blocked interventions are not beneficial for
firm outcomes. However, the careful identification and implementation of high quality
human pricing interventions can improve algorithmic pricing outcomes.

This highlights an important mechanism for human-machine collaboration in pric-
ing: typical industry pricing systems implement safety guardrails to avoid algorithmic
failure. When human domain experts override the algorithmic price, they may also
violate such guardrails. We believe that this mechanism explains the heterogeneity
we found: Human pricing interventions can suffer from overconfidence and especially
from uniformity across markets, since human decision-making cannot optimize at the
article level considering the scale of the optimization problem. Our algorithmic pre-
dictions identify such cases, and can prevent damaging interventions. However, we
also show some domain expert interventions to be highly profitable. In such cases,
the algorithmic prediction confirms the human intervention to be a good idea, and the
collaboration between humans and algorithms provides the safety required to violate
standard system guardrails.

Interactions between humans and machines are widespread, and they allow for
improvements whenever carefully implemented: When algorithmic optimization un-
derlies binding constraints designed to prevent damage from extrapolation bias or
excessive uncertainty, human domain experts can instill confidence and private knowl-
edge into the overall process, yielding profit improvements even to mature algorithmic
systems. It suggests a framework for optimizing human-computer collaboration: algo-
rithms should provide strong, reliable, and safe baseline solutions within well-defined
guardrails. Aided by decision-support systems, humans can then improve on this base-
line by selectively going beyond the guardrail constraints.

Further work is needed to uncover the mechanisms behind the heterogeneity in the
quality of human interventions. Qualitative interviews with managers indicate that it
is, in fact, algorithmic (in)transparency that can drive human algorithmic distrust and,
thus, interventions. More work is needed to quantify the relevance of this mechanism.
It would help to improve the guardrail approach we present in this paper further.
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Tables

Table 1: Estimates of ATE, Difference in Differences Estimator: First
Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE 0.305
(0.004)

ÂTErel -0.652 -0.603 2.365
(0.018) (0.019) (0.298)

N 3,622,383 3,622,383 3,622,383 3,622,383

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various
outcomes of interest. To obtain estimates of ATE we
use difference-in-differences estimator. ÂTErel denotes
an estimate of the relative treatment effect. For relative
quantities inference is done using delta method. Standard
errors in parentheses, robust and clustered at the cluster
level.
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Table 2: Heterogeneity Analysis, Difference in Differences Estimator:
First Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTEB 0.311
(0.004)

ÂTEA 0.300
(0.004)

ÂTEA − ÂTEB -0.011
(0.003)

ÂTEB,rel -0.668 -0.606 1.441
(0.020) (0.024) (0.068)

ÂTEA,rel -0.635 -0.600 4.771
(0.019) (0.020) (3.766)

ÂTEA−ÂTEB

|ÂTEB |
0.099 -0.097 -0.575

(0.048) (0.076) (0.055)

N 3,622,383 3,622,383 3,622,383 3,622,383

Notes: This table presents heterogeneity analysis. To obtain es-
timates of ATE we use difference in differences estimator. ÂTEA

and ÂTEB denote estimated ATEs in the above and below cate-
gories. ÂTEA,rel and ÂTEB,rel denote estimated relative ATEs in
the above and below categories. Inference on ratios and relative
treatment effects is done using delta method. Standard errors in
parentheses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.
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Table 3: Estimates of ATE, Difference in Differences Estimator: Second
Experiment, Full Sample

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE -0.003
(0.001)

ÂTErel -0.055 -0.037 -0.036
(0.026) (0.024) (0.028)

N 125,426,232 126,530,641 126,530,641 126,530,641

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various outcomes
of interest. To obtain estimates of ATE we use difference-in-
differences estimator. ÂTErel denotes an estimate of the relative
treatment effect. For relative quantities inference is done using
delta method. Standard errors in parentheses, robust and clus-
tered at the cluster level.

Table 4: ATEs, Difference in Differences Estimator, Articles Eligible for
Human Discounts: Second Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE 0.143
(0.005)

ÂTErel -0.394 -0.381 -0.127
(0.032) (0.042) (0.085)

N 2,720,051 2,720,051 2,720,051 2,720,051

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various
outcomes of interest. The sample of consists of articles
that were eligible for human discounts. To obtain esti-
mates of ATE we use difference-in-differences estimator.
Standard errors in parentheses, robust and clustered at
the cluster level.
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Table 5: Heterogeneity Analysis, Difference in Differences Estimator:
Second Experiment, Articles Eligible For Human Discounts

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTEB 0.139
(0.007)

ÂTEA 0.144
(0.008)

ÂTEA − ÂTEB 0.004
(0.009)

ÂTEB,rel -0.269 -0.209 0.105
(0.041) (0.035) (0.099)

ÂTEA,rel -0.496 -0.512 -0.321
(0.038) (0.054) (0.110)

ÂTEA−ÂTEB

|ÂTEB |
-1.698 -2.628 -4.955
(0.645) (0.988) (4.110)

N 2,720,051 2,720,051 2,720,051 2,720,051

Notes: This table presents heterogeneity analysis. To obtain es-
timates of ATE we use difference in differences estimator. ÂTEA

and ÂTEB denote estimated ATEs in the above and below cate-
gories. ÂTEA,rel and ÂTEB,rel denote estimated relative ATEs in
the above and below categories. Inference on ratios and relative
treatment effects is done using delta method. Standard errors in
parentheses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.
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Figures

Figure 1: Variability in Product Discounts Across Countries Before and
After the Start of the Initial Experiment
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Notes: This figure illustrates the standard deviation in average discounts for each product
across different countries, calculated before and after the start of the initial experiment.

The displayed histogram shows that human interventions lead to less price variation than
the algorithmic status quo.
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Figure 2: Difference in Differences Event Study Estimates: First Experiment
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Notes: This figure displays event study coefficients for the first experiment. One day before the start of the experiment serves
as a baseline in this specification.
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Figure 3: Difference in Estimated ATEs for Above and Below Category: Initial Experiment
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Notes: This figure displays difference in estimated ATEs for above and below categories. One day before the start of the
experiment serves as a baseline in this specification.
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Figure 4: Difference in Differences Event Study Estimates, Full Sample: Second Experiment
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Notes: This figure displays event study estimates. One day before the start of the experiment serves as a baseline in this
specification.
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Figure 5: Difference in Differences Event Study Estimates, Sample of Articles Eligible for Human Discounts:
Second Experiment
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Notes: This figure displays event study estimates. One day before the start of the experiment serves as a baseline in this
specification.
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Figure 6: Difference in Estimated ATEs for Above and Below Category, Sample of Articles Eligible for
Human Discounts: Second Experiment
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Notes: This figure displays difference in estimated ATEs for above and below categories. One day before the start of the
experiment serves as a baseline in this specification.
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A Additional Tables and Figures

Table A.1: Balance Table: First Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

Treat 0.005
(0.045)

Treatrel 0.027 0.027 -0.035
(0.079) (0.066) (0.111)

N 1,748,538 1,748,538 1,748,538 1,748,538

Notes: This table tests for statistically significant differ-
ences in pre-treatment outcomes between treatment and
control articles, using 2 weeks of pre-treatment data and
a regression like Yit = β0+β1Di+εit. Treat equals one for
treated articles and zero otherwise. Treatrel denotes an
indicator for re-scaling. For scaled quantities inference is
done using the delta method. Standard errors in paren-
theses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.

Table A.2: Estimates of ATE, Difference Estimator: First Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE 0.310
(0.045)

ÂTErel -0.648 -0.598 2.426
(0.027) (0.028) (0.270)

N 1,873,845 1,873,845 1,873,845 1,873,845

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various
outcomes of interest. To obtain estimates of ATE we use
difference estimator. ÂTErel denotes an estimate of the
relative treatment effect. For relative quantities inference
is done using delta method. Standard errors in parenthe-
ses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.
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Table A.3: Balance Table: Second Experiment, Full Sample

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

Treat 0.005
(0.045)

Treatrel -0.022 -0.010 -0.020
(0.079) (0.095) (0.115)

N 64,985,084 65,557,636 65,557,636 65,557,636

Notes: This table tests for statistically significant differences
in pre-treatment outcomes between treatment and control ar-
ticles. Treat equals one for treated articles and zero otherwise.
Treatrel denotes rescaled indicator. For scaled quantities in-
ference is done using delta method. Standard errors in paren-
theses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.

Table A.4: Balance Table, Articles Eligible for Human Discounts: Sec-
ond Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

Treat -0.024
(0.041)

Treatrel -0.026 -0.082 -0.222
(0.100) (0.118) (0.149)

N 1,409,885 1,409,885 1,409,885 1,409,885

Notes: This table tests for statistically significant differ-
ences in pre-treatment outcomes between treatment and
control articles. The sample of consists of articles that
were eligible for human discounts. Standard errors in
parentheses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.
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Table A.5: Estimates of ATE, Difference Estimator: Second Experi-
ment, Full Sample

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE 0.003
(0.045)

ÂTErel -0.075 -0.046 -0.053
(0.080) (0.092) (0.110)

N 60,441,148 60,973,005 60,973,005 60,973,005

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various out-
comes of interest. To obtain estimates of ATE we use differ-
ence estimator. ÂTErel denotes an estimate of the relative
treatment effect. For relative quantities inference is done us-
ing delta method. Standard errors in parentheses, robust and
clustered at the cluster level.

Table A.6: ATEs, Difference Estimator, Articles Eligible for Human Dis-
counts: Second Experiment

Log Price Sales Revenue Profit

ÂTE 0.120
(0.040)

ÂTErel -0.407 -0.419 -0.297
(0.066) (0.085) (0.151)

N 1,310,166 1,310,166 1,310,166 1,310,166

Notes: This table presents estimates of ATE for various
outcomes of interest. To obtain estimates of ATE we use
difference estimator. The sample of consists of articles
that were eligible for human discounts. Standard errors
in parentheses, robust and clustered at the cluster level.
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Figure A.1: Variability in Product Discounts Across Countries Before
and After the Start of the Second Experiment
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Notes: This figure illustrates the standard deviation in average discounts for each product
across different countries, calculated before and after the start of the second experiment
and only for the article assortment that was eligible for human pricing interventions.
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